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FLASH BATTERY: COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT GROWS. ISO 14001 ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CERTIFICATION AND CLEAN-UP OF THE STREETS OF SANT’ILARIO LED BY 
EMPLOYEES. 

Already solidly committed to manufacturing lithium batteries, which promote the use of renewable energy 
sources and the reduction of the environmental impact of fossil fuels, Flash Battery is upping its game and 
now making its in-house processes even more sustainable. 
Flash Battery – which has completely eliminated plastic from its offices and product packaging and has 
nearly achieved energy independence thanks to its photovoltaic system – has in fact received DNV 
certification of its environmental management system to ISO 14001. 
 
“This is an important result achieved thanks to further implementation of our system, which hinges on 
reducing waste and energy consumption”, underlined Marco Righi, CEO of Flash Battery, which last year 
recorded a 25% growth in revenue with a turnover of 17.3 million euros, and a 16% increase in total staff. 
 
This system also encompasses the ongoing study of product life cycles and their direct and indirect impact 
on the environment, the contribution to energy savings and conservation of resources through product and 
process research and innovation, and employee training based on these goals to encourage initiatives 
geared towards reducing consumption, both at work and at home. 
 
It should come as no surprise, then, that the company celebrated its ISO 14001 certification under the sign 
of environmental protection.  
 
Saturday, 18 June, most of the company's 65-strong staff led a clean-up along the streets of Sant’Ilario 
d’Enza near the plant, picking up abandoned waste. 
 
Promoted by the City of Sant’Ilario, the clean-up “was a sign of connectedness to the local community and 
area; there are important arteries here that are continually at risk of decay due to the irresponsible 
behaviour of the people driving through”, commented Righi. 
 
“At the same time”, Flash Battery’s CEO concluded, “this initiative further strengthened our core values, 
which have already given life to specific guidelines for the management of every kind of waste”. 

*** 

About us 

Flash Battery produces lithium batteries for industrial machinery and electric vehicles. Since 2012, the year in which Flash Battery was founded, the 
company has designed and produced more than 15,000 lithium batteries, created more than 500 different custom models and installed over 200 
MWh in various industrial machinery and electric vehicle applications. 
Flash Battery batteries are in use in 54 different countries around the world and automatically monitored on a daily basis by our proprietary Flash 
Data Center remote control system. Flash Battery was born out of the passion for electronics and technology of Marco Righi (CEO) and Alan 
Pastorelli (CTO), two young men with expertise in lithium batteries and automotive systems. Our mission is to supply lithium batteries to builders of 
industrial machinery and electric vehicles who have moderate production volumes and a strong need for customisation. 

To learn more, visit: flashbattery.tech 

 


